Heliomotion Tracker Troubleshooting
Tracker is struggling to
rotate

Tracker does not rotate

Is the green LED on the
tracker’s circuit board
blinking?

NO

YES

YES

Restart the tracker by
switching its power off
for 15 seconds and then
back on. Wait a few
minutes. Does the
tracker rotate?

NO

Attempt to aid the
motor by gently pushing
the framework towards
the sun’s position. Does
this enable it to rotate?

YES

Tracker is significantly
before or ahead of the
sun

Is the installation
properly aligned to true
south?

YES

NO

YES

YES

Is any LED on the circuit
board lit?

Use Heliocom to adjust
service parameters. If
issue reoccurs then
contact us for a
firmware update

Check 24V screw
terminal on tracker
circuit board. Is there a
visible short circuit that
can be fixed?

Pull down the tracker’s
cover and examine the
external gearbox. Does
the motor rotate after
restarting and waiting a
few minutes?

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

Is the LED on the 24V
transformer
continuously lit?

An unlit LED can
indicate no power. Does
the transformer have
power on its AC side?

Use a voltmeter on the
24V screw terminal. Is
measured voltage close
to 24VDC?

Following a restart and
delay, is there an
orange LED lit up on the
circuit board? It
indicates that the motor
is running.

Perform manual
rotation and GPS
synchronization with
HelioCom. Is sensor
accurate and does the
GPS synchronization
succeed?

NO

YES

Check AC fuses

Replace Circuit Board

NO

YES

Replace 24V
Transformer

NO

NO

YES

Does the main gear
rotate without the slew
drive turning?

YES

NO

Remove any visible
sources of friction, such
as excessive icing, snow
loads or vegetation. Did
this solve the issue?

NO

NO

YES

Replace Motor

Connect to the tracker
with Heliocom. Is the
displayed sensor
position, date and solar
time correct?

Replace Main Gear

Use Heliocom to
increase motor torque

Replace GPS module or
Position Sensor

